Improved search quality enhances users' satisfaction, which directly impacts sales growth of an E-Commerce (E-Com) platform. Learning to Rank (LTR) algorithms require relevance judgments on products for learning. In real commercial scenarios, getting such judgments poses an immense challenge in application of LTR algorithms. In the literature, it is proposed to employ user feedback signals such as clicks, orders etc to generate relevance judgments. It is done by aggregating the logged data and calculating click rate, order rate etc of products, for each query in the logs. In this paper, we advocate counterfactual risk minimization (CRM) approach which circumvents the need of such data pre-processing and is better suited for learning from logged data, i.e. contextual bandit feedback. Due to unavailability of public E-Com LTR dataset, we provide Mercateo dataset from our E-Com platform. This dataset contains information of queries from real users, actions taken by the policy running on the system, probability of these actions and feedback of users on those actions. Our commercial dataset contains more than 10 million click log entries and 1 million order logs from a catalogue of about 3.5 million products and 3000 queries. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which examines effectiveness of CRM approach in learning ranking model from real-world logged data. Our empirical evaluation shows that CRM approach is able to learn directly from logged contextual-bandit feedback. Our method outperforms full-information loss on deep neural network model as well as traditional ranking models like LambdaMART. These findings have significant implications for improving the quality of search in E-Com platforms.
INTRODUCTION
E-Com industry is growing fast, with a projected global retail sales worldwide of 4.8 trillion US dollars in 2021 1 . Virtually every E-Com platform is leveraging machine learning (ML) techniques for increasing their users' satisfaction and optimizing business value for the company. Optimal ranking of the products plays a vital role in achieving these goals. The successful application of traditional ML algorithms such as LambdaMART [2] and AdaRank [20] , require hand-crafted features. This greatly reduces the applicability of such algorithms on complex and huge datasets in real world. Deep learning (DL) is nowadays a well established framework for automatically learning relevant features from raw data and has also inspired research in LTR [15] [14] [9] . Fortunately, the large-scale raw data that is needed for the training of such deep architectures is readily available in almost every E-Com platform in the form of search, clicks and orders logs. It will be referred to as log data in the remainder of the paper.
As log data is abundantly and cheaply available, it is quite lucrative to devise learning algorithms which can learn effective ranking models from it. It is to be noted that, in contrast to online learning methods, learning from log data does not require intrusive interactions in the live system. This is highly desirable in practice because it avoids badly affecting users' experience on the E-Com platform. But there is one significant challenge in learning from log data; i.e., how to generate relevance judgments on the products for training supervised LTR algorithms. Relevance judgments for benchmark datasets in LTR problems are performed either by human experts or crowd sourcing. The studies conducted by [1] and [5] have shown conclusively that crowd-sourcing is not a reliable technique for getting relevance judgments on products of E-Com platform. Also, it is impractical to get relevance judgments from domain experts for millions of products.
This has created a gap in application of DL research for improving E-Com search quality. In this paper, we aim to bridge this gap and improve product search with practical constraints of a commercial setting 2 . In the literature, Kramaker et.al. [5] have made an attempt overcome this issue. They proposed to aggregate the log data and for a given query sum up the number of times a product was clicked (ordered) and also sum up the number of times this product was shown in response to that query. Their ratio is then called click (order) rate for that query, product pair. This rate is then divided by the maximum rate for that query. It is then multiplied with maximum relevance (i.e. 4 on 5-point graded relevance judgments) and ceiled to generate relevance judgment for that query, product pair. This process is repeated for all product and query pairs.
But this method of modelling the relevance judgments, ignores the fact that logged data is in the form of so-called contextual-bandit feedback. This means that we have access to only those feedback signals which were generated in response to the actions taken by the system. For instance, we do not know how the user would have responded to the search results if another set of candidate products was shown. That is why traditional supervised learning approaches, where information about all possible actions is required, is not well-suited for learning from log data. Furthermore, calculating relevance judgments in such a manner requires unnecessary data pre-processing. One can devise more efficient ways of utilizing the information contained in log files. However, it may require reformulation of the learning problem such that LTR algorithm is adapted to learn directly from the logged data.
Due to these reasons, we advocate employing counterfactual risk minimization (CRM) approach [18] to learn directly from logged contextual-bandit feedback. CRM loss requires the knowledge of logging policy currently running on the system, the action taken by the logging policy and users' feedback on these actions. All this information is contained in entries of log files. We define it more concretely in section 3. This approach is better suited for learning from such logged feedback, as it does not require fullinformation about all actions and their rewards (clicks). Moreover, it also circumvents the need to generate relevance judgments. In section 3, we explain how to adapt CRM approach to learning to rank problem.
In section 4, we present in detail a novel LTR Mercateo dataset constructed from the logs of our E-Com platform. In section 5, we conduct several experiments that establish that CRM loss is successful at learning directly from log data of an E-Com platform. Furthermore, we show that our method outperforms deep neural networks with cross-entropy loss and LambdaMART ranking model.
RELATED WORK
In contrast to web search, there has been little work on learning effective ranking models for E-Com search. Kramaker et.al. [5] have done a systematic study of applying the existing popular LTR algorithms on E-Com search. They studied the query-attribute sparsity problem, the effects of popularity based features and the reliability of relevance judgments via crowd-sourcing. They compared traditional ranking algorithms, and LambdaMART outperformed all other ranking models. But they did not take into consideration any deep neural network (DNN) model in their work. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to employ DNN for ranking products of an E-Com platform.
One major issue which has inhibited research in LTR for E-Com is the unavailability of public E-Com LTR dataset. There are some open-source E-Com datasets available for different tasks like for recommender systems: Retail rocket dataset and KASANDR [7] but no dataset for LTR. Some researchers, for instance [5] , mentioned that they have conducted experiments on proprietary E-Com dataset, but they did not publish the dataset due to data confidentiality reasons. We think that such a dataset is critical in designing effective and robust LTR algorithms for E-Com search.
The biggest hurdle in constructing such dataset is how to get relevance judgments on millions of product. In this paper, we compare two approaches to overcome this hurdle. The traditional approach of supervised learning advocated by Karmaker et. al. [5] and our approach of learning from contextual-bandit feedback. Our approach is inspired from counterfactual risk minimization (CRM) principle proposed by Swaminathan and Joachims [18] . Recently, they [11] have shown that CRM loss is able to achieve predictive accuracy comparable to cross-entropy loss on object recognition task in computer vision. They replace cross-entropy loss with selfnormalized inverse propensity estimator (SNIPS) [19] that enables learning from propensity-logged bandit feedback. It is worth noting that they conducted all their experiments on simulated contextualbandit feedback from full-information CIFAR10 dataset. This is, according to authors' best knowledge, the first work which applies SNIPS estimator on actual logged bandit feedback and verify its effectiveness in solving a significant real-world problem.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we formulate the LTR problem in terms of the counterfactual risk minimization approach proposed by Joachims et al. [11] for LTR problem. We summarize their approach in this section for completion reasons. For details, we refer readers to [11] .
In traditional supervised setting, for instance in the pointwise LTR case, a query and product pair defines training instance and we have access to true relevance judgment of this product for the given query. The algorithm has to learn to predict correct relevance label of a product for a given query. In CRM setting, we say that a query and product pair defines the context and the action taken by the system is that whether this product is to be displayed among top-k positions or not. A reward (loss) is accumulated based on feedback signals from the user. Examples are click, order or revenue generated by this action. Additional information can be incorporated into context such as users' model for personalized ranking, product description etc. But for simplicity, we considered a query and product title as context.
It is to be noted that top-k positions are extremely important for real-world LTR systems. And also that k is usually not same for all queries in E-Com platforms. It varies depending on the query specificity. For instance, if a query is too broad like 'copy paper', then it signals navigational or informational intent of the user. Thus, k has big value for such queries as compared to more specific queries like 'green A4 copy paper'.
More formally, let context c ∈ C be word embeddings of search query and product title. Let a ∈ A denote the action taken by the system and π 0 (a|c) denote the logging policy running on the E-Com platform, which determines the probability of an action a given the context c. For a particular action a i and context c i , this probability is also referred as propensity, p i . i.e., p i = π 0 (a i |c i ). Based on the feedback from the user, we model the loss δ (c, a) ∈ {0, 1} as binary, where we interpret 0 as positive feedback and 1 as negative feedback. In order to find a good policy, we need to make sure that it is invariant under positive scaling and shifting of δ , since it should solely depend on whether feedback is good or bad. In the following, this property is referred to as equivariance. For notational convenience, for a particular a i and c i , we denote the loss simply by δ i . The logged data is a collection of n tuples:
The goal of counterfactual risk minimization is to learn an unbiased stochastic policy π w from logged data, which can be interpreted as a conditional distribution π w (A|c) over actions a ∈ A. We model this conditional distribution using a neural network with softmax output layer:
where f w (c, a) is a deep neural network, which takes word embeddings of two texts as input and outputs a relevance score for these texts. To find the policy π w we minimize the risk defined as:
which for a sample D of length n can be estimated using the inverse porpensity scoring (IPS) estimator:
IPS estimator is known to suffer from "propensity overfitting", which is a problem of overfitting to the actions a i chosen by logging policy π 0 . Swaminathan and Joachims [19] proposed SNIPS estimator to mitigate this drawback.
Unlike IPS, the estimator in Eq.4 is equivariant , i.e. it does not change when the loss δ is translated by a constant. Moreover, SNIPS has substantially lower variance compared to IPS, as the expectation of its denominator S is 1. One major drawback of SNIPS estimator is that, being a ratio estimator, it is not possible to perform its direct stochastic optimization [11] . In particular, given the success of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) training of deep neural networks in related applications, this is quite disadvantageous as one can not employ SGD for training.
To overcome this limitation, we fix the value of denominator S in the ratio and solve multiple constrained optimization problems for different values of S . Each of these problems can be reformulated using lagrangian of the constrained optimization problem as:
where λ j corresponds to a fixed denominator S j . The overallŵ that optimizes the SNIPS estimator is the minimum:
Serial # Category Name  1  Stationery  2  Computers and Accessories  3  Construction and Building Supplies  4 Electronics 5
Office and Warehouse Equipment 6
Occupational Safety 7
Industrial Supplies  8 Medical Supplies  9 Building Services Engineering 10
Hotel and Catering Supplies 11
Car Accessories 12
Packaging and Shipping 13 Others Table 1 : List of Product Categories
The exploration of λ can be guided by S as it was shown that S changes monotonically with λ [11] . That is, as the value of S tends to 1 with increasing sample size n, the right range of λ j will be such that the corresponding denominator S j is close to 1 for sufficiently large datasets.
E-COM DATASET FOR LTR
In this section, we present the dataset constructed from real-world data of our E-Com platform. Mercateo dataset is publicly available to facilitate research on ranking products of E-Com platform. 3 
Why a new dataset?
4.1.1 Why not use existing datasets from related IR domains? The task of ranking products for E-Com platforms differs from related tasks in IR like ranking documents or webpages, term extraction, recommender systems etc. E-Com platforms have to tackle diverse needs and preferences of their users while maximizing their profit. This translates to certain unique problems in practice, which are not that severe or even relevant in other domains. For instance, relevance judgments from human judges is not feasible. On the other hand, we have multiple implicit feedback signals generated from the users' interactions with the E-Com website, e.g. clicks, add-to-basket, orders, reviews etc. These signals can serve as a proxy for the relevance of search results from users' perspective, users' satisfaction with search results and business value for the E-Com company.
Unavailablity of Open Source E-Com datasets.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no E-Com dataset publicly available for LTR problem. We think this is because such datasets may contain confidential or proprietary information, and E-Com platforms are unwilling to share such information publicly. For instance, [5] worked on LTR for E-Com search, with a dataset from Walmart but they did not publish it. Moreover, some E-Com datasets that are publicly available are not suitable for LTR tasks, since they were constructed to deal with problems like clustering or recommendation systems [4] , [7] . Furthermore, they have very few features (e.g. 8 features in [3] ) and few products to be considered viable for LTR task.
Logged Dataset.
Since CRM loss does not require any relevance judgment for training the LTR model, but instead requires the actions, context, logged propensity of those actions in a given context and resulting loss of those actions. Due to absence of such open-source log datasets, we also publish this logged training set in this format. As our dataset is constructed from real-world log data, we hope it will prove instrumental in advancing the research on learning directly from logs.
Scope of the dataset
For a given query, E-Com search can be divided into two broad steps. The first step retrieves potentially relevant products from the product catalogs and the second step ranks these retrieved products in such a fashion which optimizes users' satisfaction and business value for the E-Com platform [13] . Our proprietary algorithm performs the first part effectively. Thus, for this dataset, we are chiefly concerned with overcoming the challenges faced in optimizing the second part of the E-Com search. We collected the data from the product categories mentioned in Table 1 .
Dataset Construction
We explain briefly the steps performed in creating this dataset.
Data Sources.
We collected data from only those sources which are available in almost every E-Com platform. Namely: (i) title of the products, (ii) click data from user logs, (iii) search logs (containing information about the products displayed on the search result page in response to the query) and (iv) number of orders (or sales) and revenue data for the products sold during the time period of interest.
Sampling the Products.
We have more than 23 Million products in our product set, which is typical for E-Com platforms. It would be highly inefficient to consider all of them for a given query and learn a ranker. For instance, the task of extracting features for all of the products for every query is neither desirable nor viable. In IR tasks, it is common to employ some sort of sampling of documents (products), in order to remove probably irrelevant documents with respect to the sampling model. For example, consider LETOR [6] : For the "Gov" corpus, they use the BM25 model to rank all documents for each query and then choose the top one thousand documents for that query for the construction of dataset (feature extraction etc). For the Mercateo dataset, we sample the products with our proprietary algorithm, which removes irrelevant products. Its implementation details can not be shared publicly. But it utilizes knowledge graph based techniques for predicting the most probable product category (or categories) and the relevant product type(s) in that category for the given query. After this product sampling step, we have a considerably smaller set of potentially relevant products for a given query.
Selecting the Queries.
Most queries included in this dataset are those which were really challenging for our current ranking algorithm. Queries were subsampled from the search logs, keeping in mind the following considerations: (i) in order to ensure statistical significance of the learning outcomes (especially for dev and test sets), queries must have been searched at least 100 times by the users on E-Com platform, and (ii) include queries with variable specificity. We say a query has low specificity, if the query entered by the user has a broad range of products associated with it. This can be ensured simply by looking at the number of potentially relevant products returned by our proprietary algorithm. For instance, for a very specific query like pink brush for painting (20) products are returned, while for broad and common queries like iphone (354) or beamer (1,282) products are returned.
After sampling of products and queries, our dataset contains 3060 queries and on average more than 1100 products per query. These products need to be ranked efficiently in order to improve the product search quality for the E-Com platform.
How to get Relevance Judgments on E-Com Products for supervised dataset?
Our CRM based approach does not require relevance judgments for learning but such judgments are required for full-information supervised loss and traditional learning algorithms like LambdaMART. These relevance judgments will also be required for doing a fair comparison of CRM approach with other approaches. But how do we get them for millions of products? To answer this question we have to analyze the available choices. Relevance judgments for benchmark datasets [6] , [2] are performed by human judges; who can be domain experts or crowd-source workers. Unfortunately it is too expensive to ask experts to judge products in an E-Com setting. Even after applying filtering steps (like sampling), our dataset has 3.13 million products.
The problems associated with generating relevance judgments through crowd-sourcing have been analyzed extensively by [1] . They used Amazon Mechanical Turk (one of the popular crowdsourcing mechanisms) to validate their hypothesis that users of E-Com platforms have a very complex utility function and their criteria of relevance may depend on product's value for money, brand, warranty etc. They concluded that it is quite difficult for crowd-source workers to capture all these aspects of relevance for a given query. These drawbacks were also confirmed by [5] ; they found crowd-sourcing an unreliable method for relevance judgments of products.
An alternative approach is to generate relevance judgments from multiple feedback signals present in user interaction logs and historical sales data of products. These signals can be treated as surrogates of user satisfaction and business value for the E-Com company. Major benefits of this approach are: (i) such relevance judgments are closer to the notion of relevance in E-Com Search and quantify relevance as a proxy of user satisfaction and business value, (ii) it costs less time and money, as compared to other two approaches, and (iii) large-scale E-Com datasets can be constructed, since it only requires data generated by users' interaction with the E-Com website. Such data is abundantly available in almost every E-Com platform. Potential drawbacks are that (i) the quality of these relevance judgments may not be as good as human expert judgments, and (ii) it is computationally expensive to do this data pre-processing for large scale data for an extended period of time.
Based on the analysis of available choices for supervised setting, generating relevance judgments from log files and historical sales data in such manner is justified. [5] also advocated this approach. We follow their approach in calculating the relevance judgments.
Calculating Relevance
Judgments. For a given query q, we now show the steps taken to calculate relevance judgments on the set of products, P q , associated with it: (1) We calculate the number of times a product p was shown to the user. This gives us a measure of visibility of the product to the user, denoted by v(p, q).
(2) We then convert feedback signal to relevance rate (RR) by dividing the signal, rel_siдnal(p, q), for product p, with its visibility, i.e.,
(3) Next, we normalize RR with the maximum value of RR for that query q to get normalized relevance rate (NRR).
We publish NRR for all query, product pairs. This allows researchers the flexibility in computing different type of relevance labels. For instance, Kramaker et.al. [5] compute the relevance label, l(p, q), by the following formula:
We term them ceiled-graded relevance judgments (labels). We can also generate relevance judgments (labels) by just ceiling NRR, to get ceiled-binary relevance judgments. One can also just round-off NRR to get rounded-off binary relevance judgments.
Dataset format.
Our clients (sellers) have proprietary rights on the product title and description available on our platform. So, raw text can not be published in Mercateo dataset. Therefore, we train GloVe model [16] on the corpus comprising of queries and product titles to learn word embeddings 4 . We publish these 100dimensional word embeddings. We think they will be useful for further research since most neural information retrieval models can be trained from word embeddings.
Each query (or product title) is represented as an array of integer indices. Each index is the row of the embedding matrix, containing a word vector. Most LTR neural networks require the length of query and document be fixed for all samples. Since number of words in queries and products varies a lot, we set query length to 40 and length of product title to 48. We do padding with randomly generated vector for texts with lower length and cut-off texts of higher length. For each context (query and product pair), we also publish few proprietary features that can be used as additional (dense) input features in many neural network approaches. These features contain information about price, delivery time, profit margin etc of the product. Specific details can not be shared as these dense features are also part of current ranking algorithm running on our platform.
Although there are plenty of feedback signals logged by E-Com platforms, but we considered only two most common feedback signals in our dataset. One is click on the results shown in response to 
Glimpse of the Mercateo dataset
The Mercateo dataset contains more than 10 million and 1 million click and order log entries respectively. Table 2 shows some statistics about the dataset. Compared to existing LTR datasets, the size of this dataset is much larger and better reflects a practical use case. For instance, in LETOR 4.0 [6] , there are about 1700 queries in MQ2007 dataset with labeled documents and about 800 queries in MQ2008 dataset with labeled documents. The E-Com dataset (not publicly available) used by Kramaker et.al. [5] , has 2800 queries and average 94.2 products per query.
EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION 5.1 Experimental Setup
In the following experiments on the Mercateo dataset, we choose the loss δ and actions a as binary variables. The action a is equal to 1, if logging policy π 0 decides to show a product in the top-k results for a given query and it is 0 otherwise. If a = 1 and the user clicked (ordered), we set loss δ = 0. This implies that decision of logging policy is correct and product is relevant to the user. Conversely, if a product is shown in the top-k results, but not clicked (ordered); then this is logged with loss δ = 1. On the other hand, if a = 0 is selected by π 0 and the user clicked (ordered), we set δ = 1. This means that decision of π 0 is incorrect and product is actually relevant to the user, thus it must have been shown in top-k results. Conversely, if a = 0 and the user did not clicked (ordered), we set δ = 0. We selected a simple yet powerful CNN model proposed by Severyn et.al [17] for empirical evaluation of our CRM approach. It utilizes convolutional filters for ranking pairs of short texts. It requires word embeddings of query and product as input. The model can also take dense features as additional input. It is to be emphasized that the focus of our work is to compare CRM loss with full-information loss. Thus, we chose not to perform same comparison with several different DNN architectures. With CNN ranking model, we compare the performance of CRM loss with cross-entropy loss which is proven to be quite effective in pointwise LTR. For both losses, we use Adam optimizer [12] and select the model which yields best performance on dev set. All network parameters are kept same in both cases for fair comparison 5 . For measuring the performance, we considered popular ranking metrics like Mean Average Precision (MAP), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), Precision at top-k positions (P@k) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain at top-k positions (NDCG@k) [10] . All these metrics are computed using the standard trec_eval 6 tool provided by TREC conference.
We also compare the performance of CRM approach with Lamb-daMART [8] model 7 , which uses full-information supervised loss that directly optimizes information retrieval metrics (like NDCG). LambdaMART has shown excellent performance on real-world ranking problems. It won Track 1 of the 2010 Yahoo! Learning To Rank Challenge [2] and recently shown by Kramaker et.al. [5] to outperform other popular LTR algorithms on E-Com dataset. We 5 Further implementation details can be found in the code available at: https://github. com/ecom-research/CRM_LTR. 6 Available at https://github.com/usnistgov/trec_eval 7 For training LambdaMART, we use open source Rank Lib toolkit https://sourceforge. net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib/ with default parameters. use dense features engineered by domain experts as input for Lamb-daMART model. The ranker [not based on Deep Neural Networks] currently running on our E-Com platform also employs the same dense features. We also evaluate the performance of the logging policy to serve as a baseline for our experiments. Predictions of this policy are used by our CRM method for actions a i and propensities π 0 (a i |c i ).
Click Logged Data
The most abundant, albeit noisy, available indicator for relevance are clicks on products for a given query. Table 3 shows the comparison of performance of different ranking models on test set with graded click labels (see Equation 9 ). First, we note that both CRM and supervised losses are able to perform significantly better than the logging policy. Specifically, on MAP, the performance improvement against logging policy is approximately 7.8% for cross-entropy loss and 27.4% for CRM loss.
Second we observe that LambdaMART model is performing quite worse on all metrics. It is performing significantly worse than even logging policy. Particularly, performance degradation is 245% on NDCG@10 and 26.6% on MAP. This huge difference in metrics suggest that LambdaMART has failed to learn graded relevance. Since MAP treats all relevance other than zero as one, whereas NDCG metric is sensitive to graded relevance.
These results also suggest that deep learning approach can significantly outperform LambdaMART, given enough training data. This is consistent with findings of Pang et al. [15] . It can be argued that since LambdaMART has access to limited number of hand-crafted features, so its performance can improve by adding more features. But feature engineering requires domain expertise and is quite timeconsuming process. Moreover, our logging policy also uses the same features as LambdaMART and performs quite better than it. Third we note that our CRM based approach performs significantly better than supervised loss on all metrics. Concretely, on NDCG@10, the performance gain of our method against cross-entropy loss is 29.4%. The Table 4 summarizes the performance of the rankers on binary-ceiled labels. The trend in performance is the same as in graded click labels, with CRM based model performing best and LambdaMART performing worst. But the value of NDCG@10 metric is quite improved in comparison to graded relevance labels. This confirms our hypothesis that LambdaMART is able to learn the difference between relevant and irrelevant products quite well but fails to distinguish slight relevant products from perfectly relevant ones. From Table 5 , we can see that CRM based model is performing better than all others on rounded-off click labels. But the performance of logging policy is worse than LambdaMART.
Based on the results presented in these tables we can conclude, that CRM loss is very effective in learning click-based relevance from logs and significantly outperforms the baseline (logging policy) and models trained in supervised fashion on aggregated data.
Orders Logged Data
The order logs are extremely valuable source of relevance for products for a given query. Orders, though more sparse than clicks, are less noisy and correlate strongly with users' satisfaction with E-Com search results. They also serve as proxy to business value for the E-Com platform. Table 6 summarizes results for cross-entropy and CRM models evaluated on the Mercateo dataset with orders as relevance source. Similar to click logs, our approach significantly outperforms all other rankers on order logs. Both CRM and CE loss outperform the logging policy. Our CRM loss has performance gain of 39.7% w.r.t MAP and 14.9% w.r.t NDCG@10 against CE loss. Whereas the gain in performance over logging policy is 54.6% on MAP and 81.3% on NDCG@10. We are not showing results for binary ceiled and round off lables for orders, due to space constraints but they follow they same trend as in clicks.
The results of this experiment also confirm the ability of CRM approach to effectively learn from logged data. Moreover, click logs, containing huge amounts of data enable CRM to outperform crossentropy with higher margin. We hypothesize that due to higher noise
Learning Progress with increasing number of bandit feedback
It is quite insightful to see how the performance of our CRM model is changing with different number of training samples. In order to visualize that how the ranking model learns with increasing number of bandit feedback (clicks) during the training process, we evaluate the model on binary ceiled clicks test set. In Figure 1 and Figure 2 , we plot the values of average rank and average Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) scores of relevant products for all queries in clicks test set, depending on number of clicks processed at training time. These curves clearly show that there is a constant improvement in average rank of relevant (clicked) product as more bandit feedback is processed. Similarly, average DCG values rise monotonically with increasing number of click feedback. The red line in the figures represent the average rank and average DCG of relevant products in test set, as per the predictions of trained CE ranking model. This experiment confirms the ability of CRM approach to learn efficiently with increasing bandit feedback (number of clicks).
Choosing hyperparameter λ
The main difficulty in applying the CRM method to learn from logged data is the need to choose hyperparameter λ. We discuss below our heuristics of selecting it. We also evaluate the dependence of λ on SNIPS denominator S, which can be used to guide the search for λ.
To achieve good performance with CRM loss, one has to tune hyperparameter λ ∈ [0, 1]. Instead of doing a grid search, we follow a smarter way to find a suitable λ. Building on the observations proposed in [11] , we can guide the search of λ based on value of SNIPS denominator S. It was shown in [11] that the value of S increases monotonically, if λ is increased. Secondly, it is straightforward to note that expectation of S is 1. This implies that, with increasing number of bandit feedback, the optimal value for λ should be selected such that its corresponding S value concentrates around 1.
In our experiments, we first select some random λ ∈ [0, 1] and train the model for two epochs with this λ. We then calculate S for the trained model; if S is greater than 1, we decrease λ by 10%, otherwise we increase it by 10%. The final value of λ is decided based on best performance on validation set. In Figure 3 , we plot the values of denominator S on order logs (training set) of Mercateo dataset for different values of hyperparameter λ. On the figure below, Figure 4 , we also plot performance on orders test set, in terms of MAP and NDCG@5 scores, of different rankers for these values of hyperparameter λ. It is to be noted that the values of SNIPS denominator S monotonicaly increase with increasing λ. The MAP and NDCG@5 reach its highest value for λ = 0.4, but decrease only slightly with increasing values of λ. Furthermore, it can also be seen from these two figures that the λ values with good performance on test set have corresponding SNIPS denominator values close to 1. 
Comparison of counterfactual risk estimators
We compare the performance of SNIPS estimator with two baseline estimators for counterfactual risk. We conduct the experiments on click training data of Mercateo dataset. The first estimator IPS defined in 3 does not contain hyperparameter λ, which shifts the losses. Second estimator is an empirical average (EA) estimator defined as follows:
R EA (π w ) = (c,a)∈(C, A) δ (c, a)π w (a|c),
where δ (c, a) is the empirical average of the losses for a given context and action pair. The results for these estimators are provided in Table 7 . Compared to SNIPS both IPS and EA perform significantly worse on all evaluated metrics. The results confirm the importance of equivariance of the counterfactual estimator and show the advantages of SNIPS estimator.
CONCLUSIONS
In E-Com platforms, user feedback signals are ubiquitous and are usually available in log files. These signals can be interpreted as contextual-bandit feedback, i.e. partial information which is limited to the actions taken by the logging policy and users' response to the actions. In order to learn effective ranking of the products from such logged data, we propose to employ counterfactual risk minimization Table 7 : Results on Mercateo dataset with binary-ceiled click relevance for IPS and empirical average estimators approach. To test the effectiveness of our approach, we constructed a novel Mercateo dataset from the real logs collected from an E-Com platform. Based on the analysis of methods proposed in literature, we provide relevance judgments on query,product pair. We also publish the word embeddings for the query and product title with this dataset. As most deep neural networks developed for natural language processing require text embeddings as input, so this dataset will enable further research in LTR for E-Com. Our experiments on this dataset show that CRM approach is able to perform favorably as compared to traditional supervised approaches. This proves empirically that reformulating the LTR problem to utilize the information contained in log files is better approach than artificial adapting of data for the learning algorithm. Furthermore, we showed that our method can improve the ranking quality of an existing system without requiring expensive A/B testing. This makes our CRM approach an effective solution to solve real-world problem faced by E-Com platforms.
Overall we can conclude, that our CRM based method is very effective in learning directly from log data and in addition, requires less data preprocessing in comparison to traditional supervised approaches.
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